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ICeE : e-lab book for metadata storage and data centralization 

1) Easy storage of experimental conditions :
 - definition of strain used and treatments applied

5) Search function to make easy the retrieve of an 
experiment.

3) Linked to Wormbase 
to complete info

2) CGC strain, ORFeome and 
Ahringer  libraries preloaded 
and able to centralize all home 
made databases.

6) OpenSource (free to download, modifications allowed and encouraged) and hosted on                                      (Wiki, forum, bugs tracker, ...)

Conclusion

MBioLIMS : LIMS for Biosorter data storage 
and global analysis

Specific statistic tools to draw conclusions from complex dataset

4) File storage for 
results files or protocol 
files. There is no type 
restriction : (text file, 
image, video, pdf, tab-
delimited file like excel, 
...)

ModulBio had developed a LIMS to pre-treat and analyze biosorter data. 
The text file generated by the sorter is sent to this database. The results 
are linked with the metadata uploaded in ICeE.

7) Pre-treatment : sort by any type of value to analyze only the selected data
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8) Global analysis : automatically 
generate dot-plots for any selected 
values from a well.

How to store efficiently high throughput method data to be able to retrieve them  
easily to allow a global interpretation of those data ?

          ICeE is a web based interface with a database that 
permit the storage of the condition of the experiment 
realisation. To be able to analyze an experiment those 
informations are very important. ICeE is compatible 
Windows, Mac and Linux and have been tested with the 
most used web-browsers : Internet explorer (7 and >), 
Firefox, Safari, Google Chrome and Opera.
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Our laboratory routinely uses worms carrying fluorescent 
reporter constructs to delineate innate immune regulatory 
networks. We are performing RNAi screens using the 
Ahringer and the ORFeome RNAi libraries in order to 
understand globally the regulation of anti-fungal peptide 
gene expression.

 For each worm analyzed in a well, we obtained 17 values. Thus, 
a large amount of data and metadata are obtained per well and 
per worm. Finally, replicates are performed and have to be 
compared. We have developed tools and strategies to maximize 
the efficiency of the platform, and facilitate data storage and 
analysis. This involves three parts :  metadata storage, data 
storage and data analysis.

 These quantitative assays are largely automated and 
performed using a platform built around the UBI Biosort, 
coupled to a TECAN robot and a bar-code printer to permit a 
traceability for plates. The Biosort of Union Biometrica allows 
us to analyze 96-well plates. We are able to have 80-100 
synchronized individuals per well.
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This kind of architecture allows us to fully exploit results from the Biosort. The plates are traced 
thanks to the Zebra bar-code printer and every experimental conditions are stored in ICeE to 
permit an efficient storage and retrieval of the data. The raw  data are automatically sent by the 
Biosort computer to the MbioLIMS database and can be directly analyzed. Finally, despite the 
complexity of the datasets we obtain, the specific statistical tools we have developed according 
to our project needs, allow us to draw conclusions.
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